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Figure S1: EDX spectra of the lifted-up nanostructures in Figure 7b. A large carbon signal 

can be observed at positions 1 and 2, indicating the growth of CNTs. Signals of Si are 

detected at the position 2, originating from the underlying substrate. At the surface (position 

3), a large Si signal is observed along with minor carbon and aluminum signals. The carbon 

signal might derive from the corresponding surface contamination while the origin of the 

aluminum signal is certainly from the Al2O3 layer. It is important to emphasize that no Fe 

signal is detectable at this instance, which has been explained in the text of the main paper.  
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Figure S2: Statistics of CNT growth on EBID + AG deposits fabricated with different 

parameters (electron dose and AG time). (a) An example of CNTs grown on a 9 x 9 EBID-Fe 

point-matrix (1.2 nC and 37 min AG time). Different CNTs growth states were defined as 

indicated. (b) Statistics of CNT growth states using Fe deposits as catalysts which were 

fabricated via different AG time but the same electron dose.  It can be observed that the yield 

of CNTs increases by using Fe deposits fabricated with increasing AG time and electron dose.  


